BEAUTY THAT ENDURES

For thousands of years, stone has been the building material of choice to create structures that endure for generations. Our artisans continue in that tradition to bring you Old World Flagstone, a selection of premium natural stone products, quarried and processed to the highest standards.

www.oldworldflagstone.com
Artisan SERIES

THE IDEAL BLEND OF QUALITY & AFFORDABILITY

Artisan Flagstone

The perfect choice for your patio, walkway, or porch. The best of both worlds — ease of installation, and the beauty of a natural stone surface.

Artisan Flagstone Circle Packs

Circle packs are a beautiful way to add an accent or focal point to a flagstone patio. Two diameters are available, and both include a square-off kit for easy installation.

Artisan Antiqued Flagstone

Antiqued Flagstone features a smoother, more weathered surface than traditional Artisan Flagstone.

Calibrated Thickness

The feature that separates our Artisan Flagstone from many other natural stones is the calibrated thickness. During the calibration process, each piece of stone is ground down to a consistent thickness, which makes the installation process easier and less expensive compared to traditional flagstone.

Natural Finish

Products in our Artisan Series feature natural cleft tops and hand-cut rockfaced edges, capturing the essence of a traditional natural flagstone patio or walkway.

Their natural look creates a durable and functional surface that adds a rustic charm to almost any style of home.
ARTISAN IRREGULAR FLAGSTONE

Featuring the same calibrated bottom as regular Artisan Flagstone, our Irregular Flagstone creates a unique natural look while maintaining ease of installation.

ARTISAN CAPS & TREADS

Beautiful and durable, Artisan Caps and Treads are an exceptional choice for step treads, wall caps, fireplace hearths, and more. All 4 ends of each piece are rockfaced.

ARTISAN BULLNOSE

Featuring a 3 rockfaced edges and one smooth rounded edge, our Artisan Bullnose is an excellent choice for fireplace hearths and step treads.
**ArtisanCut SERIES**

Like our Artisan Flagstone, ArtisanCut Flagstone features a natural cleft top and calibrated bottom for easy installation. Unlike regular Artisan Flagstone, the ArtisanCut Series features cut edges, allowing for smoother and more consistent mortar joints.

**CLASSIC FLAGSTONE**

Featuring natural cleft tops, hand-split bottoms, and hand-cut rockfaced edges, Classic Flagstone provides a high quality finish without sacrificing affordability.

**Classic SERIES**

NATURAL APPEARANCE. AFFORDABLE PRICE.

**CLASSIC STEPPING STONES & PATHWAY STONES**

Featuring a natural cleft top and bottom, our Classic Stepping Stones and Pathway Stones are used to create elegant walkways through flower beds, gardens, and yards.

**CLASSIC STEPS**

Featuring natural cleft tops and hand-split bottoms, our Classic Steps can be used to create beautiful and long-lasting stairways in any landscape project.
Lightly Textured Finish
Products in our Signature Series feature sawn tops with a luxurious lightly textured finish. Some products in our Signature Series feature sawn edges, while others feature hand-cut rockfaced edges. Their smooth finish creates a more precise appearance than traditional natural cleft surfaces.

Sawn Thickness
Products in our Signature Series are sawn to precise thicknesses, making the installation process as consistent and easy as possible. The sawn bottom also minimizes the mortar needed to complete the installation, since the thickness of each piece is very consistent.

Signature Flagstone
Featuring a sawn and lightly textured surface and three luxurious color blends, Signature Flagstone adds beauty and elegance to any project. The sawn finish allows for easy installation and a precise appearance.

Signature Caps & Treads
Our Signature Caps and Treads add the perfect finishing touch to any project. With a variety of sizes available, they can be used as wall caps, fireplace hearths, step treads, and more.

Signature Bullnose
A beautiful choice for hearths, Signature Bullnose is available in straight pieces (3 sawn edges and one smooth rounded edge) and corner pieces (2 sawn edges and 2 smooth rounded edges).
Important Color Information
Since products are naturally created, variations in color and texture should be expected. The color and texture of products may vary from samples, displays, and photos. Colors in this brochure are as accurate as possible, but photographic and printing technologies, as well as actual viewing conditions, can alter the perception of color.
**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

**Artisan Flagstone**
- **Thickness:** 23mm
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan, Sable
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x12, 12x24, 18x18, 18x24, 24x24, 24x36 (Sable color is not available in 12x18 or 18x18.)
- **Available Patio Packs:** Patios Pack A (Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan), Patios Pack B (Sable)

**Artisan Irregular Flagstone**
- **Thickness:** 23mm
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x12, 12x24, 18x18, 18x24, 24x24, 24x36 (Show for reference - sold in Patio Packs only)
- **Available Patio Packs:** Patios Pack A (Brown)

**Artisan Treads**
- **Thickness:** 2”
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x48: All Colors
  - 12x72: All Colors
  - 14x72: Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown
  - 16x72: Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan
  - 18x72: All Colors
  - 20x84: Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown
  - 24x84: All Colors
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 10x24x1.5 18x18x2 30x30x2
  - 12x24x1.5 20x20x2 32x32x2
  - 14x24x1.5 22x22x2 36x36x2
  - 16x24x1.5 24x24x2
  - 18x24x1.5 26x26x2
  - 20x24x1.5 28x28x2
- **All sizes are available in both colors.)

**Artisan Caps**
- **Thickness:** 1.5” and 2”
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 10x24x1.5 18x18x2 30x30x2
  - 12x24x1.5 20x20x2 32x32x2
  - 14x24x1.5 22x22x2 36x36x2
  - 16x24x1.5 24x24x2
  - 18x24x1.5 26x26x2
  - 20x24x1.5 28x28x2

**Artisan Antiqued Flagstone**
- **Thickness:** 23mm
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Autumn Brown
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x2, 12x4, 18x18, 18x24, 24x24, 24x36 (Show for reference - sold in Patio Packs only)
- **Available Patio Packs:** Patios Pack A (Autumn Brown)

**Artisan Bullnose**
- **Thickness:** 2”
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 3 Rockfaced, 1 Bullnose
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 14x24: All Colors

**ArtisanCut Flagstone**
- **Thickness:** 23mm
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Sawn
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Grey Mist, Harvest Gold
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x2, 12x4, 18x24, 24x24, 24x36
- **All sizes are available in both colors.)
- **Available Patio Packs:** Patios Pack C (Grey Mist, Harvest Gold)

**Classic Flagstone**
- **Thickness:** 15-25mm
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Hand-Split
- **Available Colors:** Brown, Grey
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x12, 12x24, 24x24, 24x36: Both Colors
  - (Shown for reference - sold in Patio Packs only)
- **Available Patio Packs:** Patios Pack A (Brown, Grey)

**Classic Stepping Stones**
- **Thickness:** 1.5” (Average)
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Available Colors:** Autumn Brown, Indian Blue, Tennessee Tan
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 16x22 (Approximate): All Colors

**Classic Pathway Stones**
- **Thickness:** 1.5” (Average)
- **Top Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Edge Finish:** Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Natural Cleft
- **Available Colors:** Appalachian Grey, Autumn Brown, Tennessee Tan
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 22x33 (Approximate): Tennessee Tan

**Signature Flagstone**
- **Thickness:** 22mm
- **Top Finish:** Sawn & Lightly Textured
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Sawn
- **Bottom Finish:** Sawn
- **Available Colors:** Sable, Summit Blue, Yorkshire
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x12, 12x24, 24x24, 24x36: All Colors
  - 18x24: Summit Blue
  - (Not all sizes are sold invidually.)
- **Available Patio Packs:** Patios Pack B (Sable, Yorkshire), Patios Pack C (Summit Blue)

**Signature Treads**
- **Thickness:** 2”
- **Top Finish:** Sawn & Lightly Textured
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced (Sable, Yorkshire) or 4 Sawn & Lightly Textured (Summit Blue)
- **Bottom Finish:** Sawn
- **Available Colors:** Sable, Summit Blue, Yorkshire
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x84: All Colors
  - 14x84: All Colors
  - 18x84: Summit Blue
  - 24x84: All Colors

**Signature Caps**
- **Thickness:** 1.5” and 2”
- **Top Finish:** Sawn & Lightly Textured
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Sawn
- **Available Colors:** Sable, Yorkshire
- **Available Sizes** (measured in inches):
  - 12x24x1.5 18x18x2
  - 14x24x1.5 22x22x2
  - 18x24x1.5 24x24x2
  - (All sizes are available in both colors.)

**Old World Veneer Headers**
- **Thickness:** 1”
- **Top Finish:** Hand-Chipped
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Sawn
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Sable, Yorkshire
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 8x22: Both Colors

**Old World Veneer Sills**
- **Thickness:** 2”
- **Top Finish:** Sawn & Lightly Textured
- **Edge Finish:** 3 Sawn, 1 Rockfaced
- **Bottom Finish:** Sawn
- **Available Colors:** Autumn Brown, Sable, Yorkshire
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 2x536: All Colors

**MetroFit Veneer**
- **Thickness:** 22mm
- **Top Finish:** Sawn & Lightly Textured
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Sawn
- **Bottom Finish:** Sawn
- **Available Colors:** Arctic Grey, Sable, Yorkshire
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 6x30: All Colors

**MetroFit Plus Veneer**
- **Thickness:** 22mm
- **Top Finish:** Sawn & Lightly Textured
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Sawn
- **Bottom Finish:** Sawn
- **Available Colors:** Pacific Grey
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 12x24: Pacific Grey

**EventStone Plus Veneer**
- **Thickness:** 22mm
- **Top Finish:** Hand-Chipped
- **Edge Finish:** 4 Sawn
- **Bottom Finish:** Calibrated
- **Available Colors:** Sable, Yorkshire
- **Available Size** (measured in inches):
  - 8x22: Both Colors
IMPORTANT INFORMATION: Old World Flagstone is natural stone and is not warranted for composition or longevity. Colors of stone pieces may vary from samples or photos. Natural stone may fade over time from weathering and sun exposure. Rust spots and other marks may appear on natural stone as a result of natural oxidation. If natural stone is installed in a wet or inadequately drained location, discoloration, staining, and oxidation will be more likely to occur on the stone. Regular cleaning may be necessary to maintain the appearance of any natural stone product. Our FAQs should be consulted before beginning any project using Old World Flagstone.